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Disorder-Induced Transition to Entangled Vortex Solid in Nd-Ce-Cu-O Crystal
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Local magnetic measurements in a highly anisotropic Nd-Ce-Cu-O crystal reveal a sharp onset of an
anomalous magnetization peak at atemperature-dependentfield Bon. The same field marks a change
in the field profiles across the sample, from profiles dominated by geometrical barriers belowBon to
Bean-like profiles above it. The temperature dependence ofBon and the flux distribution above and
below Bon imply a disorder-induced transition atBon from a relatively ordered vortex lattice to a highly
disordered, entangled vortex solid. Local magnetic relaxation measurements aboveBon show evidence
for plastic vortex creep associated with the motion of dislocations in the entangled vortex structure.
[S0031-9007(97)04113-6]
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The nature of the different vortex phases in the mixe
state of high temperature superconductors (HTS) is a to
of extensive experimental and theoretical research [
5]. Much of the experimental work has been focused o
the highly anisotropic Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 (BSCCO) crystals,
revealing a rich phase diagram [2,4,5]. In particula
recent local magnetization measurements [2] in BSCC
crystals revealed a sharp onset of an anomalous sec
magnetization peak at a fieldBon which was interpreted
as indicating a transition between two solid phases
the vortex structure [6]. An evidence for two distinc
solid vortex phases in BSCCO was previously obtaine
in neutron diffraction [4] andmSR [5] experiments.
Following these observations, a theoretical model w
developed [7–9], describing a mechanism for a disorde
induced transition, from a relatively ordered vortex lattice
to a highly disordered entangled vortex solid.

The essence of this new model is that the vortex pha
diagram is determined by the interplay between three e
ergy scales: the vortex elastic energyEel, the energy of
thermal fluctuationsEth, and the pinning energyEpin. The
competition between the first two determines the me
ing line [2,10] while the competition between the last tw
determines the irreversibility line. Most relevant to th
present work is the competition between the elastic ener
and the pinning energy: At low fields the elastic interac
tions govern the structure of the vortex solid, forming
quasiordered lattice [11]. AboveBon, however, disorder
dominates and vortex interactions with pinning centers r
sult in an entangled solid where cells of the vortex lattic
are twisted and dislocations proliferate [7–9,11].
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The above model describesBon as the intersection line
of EelsB, Td and EpinsB, Td surfaces, provided thatEth

can be neglected—a condition that is difficult to realiz
in most HTS systems. In this Letter, we present a stud
of Bon in a system whereEth can be neglected over a
wide temperature range, and for the first time the deta
of the temperature dependenceof Bon can be compared
with the model predictions up to the close vicinity ofTc.
This is in contrast with the BSCCO system in whichEth
plays an important role andBon is observed over a limited
temperature range where it is essentially constant.
addition, we present field profiles and magnetic relaxatio
data below and aboveBon. The temperature dependence
of Bon, the field profiles, and the relaxation data imply
a disorder-induced transition atBon from a relatively
ordered vortex lattice to a highly disordered, entangle
vortex solid.

The system investigated is a Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42d

(NCCO) crystal, a layered HTS with a large anisotropy (´

between1y30 and1y100) [12], however, with a relatively
low transition temperaturesTc , 23 Kd. In this system,
because of the relatively lowTc, the role of thermal
energy is less significant, and one is able to examine t
competition between the elastic and pinning energy ov
an extended temperature range.

An array of 11 Hall probes (sensitivity better than
0.1 G), based on GaAsyAlGaAs 2DEG, was in direct
contact with the surface of the NCCO crystals1.2 3

0.35 3 0.02 mm3d. The active area of each probe was
10 3 10 mm2. The probes detect the component of th
induction field normal to the surface of the crystal.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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The inset to Fig. 1 displays typical hysteresis loop
at 16 K for several probes located across the width
the sample, at distances 13, 33, 53, and 73mm from its
center. The loops are wider for probes located towar
the sample center, as expected [13]. Similar to BSCC
[2], the onset of the second magnetization peak for NCC
(marked by an arrow in the figure) is sharp and occu
at the same induction field (Bon  180 G), for all the
probes. The squares in Fig. 1 describe the tempera
dependence ofBon. Note that Bon is a continuous
function of temperature all the way up to,1.5 K below
Tc, where the anomaly is difficult to resolve. Also show
in Fig. 1 is the irreversibility fieldBirr (circles), measured
as the field above which the ascending and descend
branches of the hysteresis loop coincide. There is
indication in our data for a “jump” of the magnetizatio
in the reversible state, a jump which would indicate a fir
order melting transition [2].

In the context of the new model mentioned above,
the region where the thermal energy may be neglect
Bon is determined by equating the elastic energyEel 
´e0c2

La0 with the pinning energyEpin  UdpsL0yLcd1y5

[7,8]. In these expressions,´ is the anisotropy parameter
e0  sF0y4pld2 the vortex line tension,cL  0.1 0.3
the Lindemann number,a0  sF0yBd1y2 the intervortex
spacing,Udp  sg´2e0j4d1y3 the single vortex depinning
energy,L0 . 2ea0 a characteristic size of the longitudi
nal fluctuations,Lc  s´4e

2
0j2ygd1y3  ´js j0yjcd1y2 the

size of a coherently pinned segment of the vortex,g the
disorder parameter,j0  4F0yf3

p
3js4pld2g the depair-

ing current,jc the critical current of the pinning disorder
andj andl are, respectively, the coherence length and t
penetration depth. The equationEel  Epin yields [14]
FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the onset of the second peakBon (squares) and the irreversible fieldBirr (circles). The solid
line is a fit of the experimental data to Eq. (2). The dotted line illustrates the upper critical fieldBc2. Inset: Local magnetization
vs the inductionB in NCCO atT  16 K, for Hall probes across the width of the sample at distances 13, 33, 53, and 73mm from
its center. The loops are wider for probes located towards the sample center. The onset of the magnetization peak atBon  180 G
is marked by an arrow.
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Bon ø B0fU0yUdpg3, (1)

whereB0  c2
LF0yj2 andU0  cL´e0jy211y6. Note that

Eq. (1) is valid only ifs , Lc , L0, wheres is the inter-
layer spacing. This condition is fulfilled in NCCO where
s ø 6 Å, as may be verified by substitutinǵ  1y30
[12], j  80 Å, l  1000 Å [15], and jc ø 106 Aycm2

[16] in the above expressions forLc andL0, yieldingLc ,
30 Å and L0 , 300 Å. The temperature dependence o
Bon has its origin in the temperature dependence ofj, l,
andg. While the temperature dependence of the first tw
parameters is universal, that ofg is model dependent. For
dTc pinning [1], in which local suppression ofTc is the
origin of pinning,g ~ 1yl4, and Eq. (1) yields

BonsTd ~ j23  Bons0d f1 2 sTyTcd4g3y2. (2)

The case ofdl pinning [1], where fluctuations in the
electron mean free pathl serve as pinning centers, is ruled
out because it leads toBonsT d ~ j, i.e.,Bon increaseswith
temperature, in contrast with our experimental data.

The solid line in Fig. 1 presents a fit of the experiment
data to Eq. (2), yieldingBons0d  270 G andTc  23 K.
The agreement between the calculated and measured
is apparent. Returning now to Eq. (1) we findTdp 
Udps0d , 60 K . Tc, confirming that thermal depinning
is insignificant in our experiment.

The above analysis allows comparison of the thr
energy scales,Eel, Epin, and Eth, in our NCCO system.
These energies are shown in Fig. 2(a) as a function
temperature and field. The figure demonstrates that b
Eel andEpin are decreasing functions of temperature an
field, but the decrease of the elastic energy is fast
causingEelsB, Td and EpinsB, Td surfaces to cross each
other. The projection of this crossing line on theB-T
2543
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FIG. 2. ElasticsEeld, pinning sEpind, and thermalsEthd ener-
gies as a function of temperature and field (a) for NCCO an
(b) for BSCCO. Eth is negligible in most of the temperature
range in NCCO but only at low temperatures in BSCCO. I
these temperature ranges,BonsTd is the projection of the cross-
ing line Eel  Epin on theB-T plane. In BSCCO, the melting
line is the projection of the crossing lineEel  Eth on theB-T
plane.

plane is theBonsT d line. Note that the thermal energy
is well below Eel and Epin for most of the temperature
range. For comparison, we show in Fig. 2(b) the sam
plot for BSCCO using the parametersTc  90 K, ´ 
1y100, andBons0d  450 G. As apparent from the figure,
in BSCCO Eth plays an important role, and one can
identify both BonsT d and the melting lineBmsTd. Note
that the crossing line ofEel and Epin can be viewed as
BonsT d only at low temperatures where the contributio
of Eth can be neglected. Figure 2(b) indicates that in th
regionBonsT d is temperature independent.

Our experimental data for the field profiles abov
and belowBon are consistent with the disorder-induce
phase transition scenario. Figure 3 shows typical profil
measured at 16 K. For fields belowBon the profiles have
a shape characteristic of geometrical barriers with we
bulk pinning [17], exhibiting maxima around 120mm
from the center. For fields aboveBon, the profiles
are Bean-like with much larger gradients, indicating th
onset of strong pinning. The figure demonstrates tha
small change (#20 G) around 200 G causes the transitio
between the two types of profiles.

The proliferation of dislocations in the vortex structur
of the entangled phase should affect the mechanism
the flux creep in the system. Specifically, we expect th
dislocation mediated plastic creep will prevail at hig
enough fields. One of the main characteristics of su
a flux creep mechanism is the decrease ofU with the
increase of the induction fieldB [18]. This is to be
contrasted with the collective (elastic) creep mechanis
for which U increases withB [1]. From our local
magnetic relaxation data, utilizing the technique describ
in Ref. [19], we determineU as a function of j for
various fields. Typical results are shown in Fig. 4 fo
T  13 K. The figure demonstrates a clear crossover
the slope ofUs jd around B ø 900 G. The parameter
2544
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FIG. 3. Typical induction profiles at 16 K across the NCC
sample. For fields belowBon ø 180 G the profiles exhibit a
maximum (around 120mm), typical of surface and geometrica
barriers in the presence of weak bulk pinning. For fields abo
Bon, the profiles are Bean-like with much larger gradien
indicating the onset of strong pinning.

m ; 2≠ ln Uy≠ ln j attains values 0.8–1.1 below 900 G
consistent with the predictions of the collective (elast
creep model. However, above this fieldm decreases
to low values s.0.2d which cannot be explained in
the framework of the collective creep model for th
field range. Figure 4 further shows a nonmonotono
dependence ofU on B; U increases withB for fields
below 900 G and decreases withB above this field,
as indicated by the right and left vertical arrows
Fig. 4, respectively. While the increase ofU with B is
consistent with elastic creep, the decrease ofU with B
shows an evidence for plastic vortex creep associated w
the motion of dislocations in the vortex lattice [20].
should be noted that although dislocations start to fo
immediately aboveBon ø 200 G, plastic creep canno
dominate the dynamics until the activation energyUpl for
plastic creep drops below the activation energyUel, for
the collective (elastic) creep. In the case shown in Fig.
this crossover occurs aroundB  900 G.

In conclusion, in the NCCO system, because of its re
tively low Tc, one can focus on the competition betwee
Epin and Eel over an extended range of temperature,
noring the contribution ofEth. In contrast to BSCCO
crystals in whichBon is observed over a limited tempera
ture range where it is essentially constant, in the NCC
systemBon exhibits strong temperature dependence
to the close vicinity ofTc. This temperature depen
dence excludes interpretation of the second peak ba
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FIG. 4. Activation energy for flux creepU as a function
of current densityj at T  13 K, for various fields. The
squares and the circles refer to fields below and above
peak, respectively. A crossover in the slope ofUs jd near
B  900 G is evident. The right arrow indicates the increas
of U asB increases from 540 to 640 and 940 G. The left arro
indicates the decrease ofU as B increases from 1430 to 1630
and 1930 G.

on a dimensional crossover in the vortex structure [21]
matching effects [6], as both imply temperatureindepen-
denceof Bon. On the other hand, our analysis shows th
the temperature dependence ofBon is consistent with the
new model which ascribes the onset of the second mag
tization peak to a disorder-induced transition in the vorte
solid. This scenario is consistent with the observation
a crossover in the field profiles across the sample, fro
profiles characteristic of geometrical barrier with wea
pinning at fields below the onset, to Bean-like profiles
fields above the onset. A consistent picture also emerg
from our local magnetic relaxation measurements abo
Bon which show evidence for plastic vortex creep ass
ciated with the motion of the dislocations in the vorte
structure.
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